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Constitutional Amendment Project due 1/16 A Constitutional Amendment will be assigned to you. Summarize the Amendment in your own words. Be careful! Don't edit out words you don't know. Look them up in a dictionary to make sure you convey the full meaning of each word in the Constitution. Include the date the Amendment was ratified. Find a current event or Supreme Court case that deals with your Amendment (see www.supremecourt.gov). Read the event or summary of the court case. Write your own summary of the event/case. The sources you use must be cited



properly using APA or MLA. The summary of the Amendment and the current event must be typed and submitted to Turn It In and the score can not be more than 30% unoriginal. Constitutional Amendment Project Grading Rubric
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spelling Most difficult 2






Capitalization and punctuation are correct. Formal language is used. 3. Constitutionaf. Amendment was summarized in a way that mostly conveyed the meaning and significance. Most difficult language was defined and rewarded to put into language that is easily understood. The current event or court case mostly matched. 
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Most difficult paper in the history of CET!! - Cetking 

Energy efficiency and clean technology must be the ..... D. In spite of our education system being better .than that of other countries; we have scored low.
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For details log on to www.cetking.com or Call 9820500380 .... 19th century to decongest the French capita!, building new cities from scratch is the best way to ... D. 6!3!/ 2! E. None of these. 19. In a triangle ABC the lengths of the sides AB and ..
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P2 Term 2 English Spelling List.pdf 

Sign in. Page. 1. /. 6. Loadingâ€¦ Page 1 of 6. Page 1 of 6. Page 2 of 6. Page 2 of 6. Page 3 of 6. Page 3 of 6. P2 Term 2 English Spelling List.pdf. P2 Term 2 ...
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cat. catc. catch. ABC Order ABC Order. Write your spelling words. in ABC order. If words. start with the same letter,. look at the next letter. Story, Story Story, Story.
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There was a problem previewing this document. Retrying... Download. Connect more apps... Try one of the apps below to open or edit this item. Spelling Menu.Missing:
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Saya telah mengirimkan komplain ke Wa- hana melalui situs, email, whatsapp ke customer service pusat,. namun tidak ada solusi. Mohon tanggapan Wahana ...
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Page 1 of 1. File: Painless spelling pdf. Download now. Click here if your download doesn't start automatically. Page 1 of 1. painless spelling pdf. painless ...
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Difficult Lighting Situations.pdf 

rainforests of Costa Rica, full of wildlife and I am using my 70 â€“ 300mm lens. One minute I am shooting birds deep in the foliage near the forest floor at ISO 800.
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There was a problem previewing this document. Retrying... Download. Connect more apps... Try one of the apps below to open or edit this item. Spelling Bee ...
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English-Language Spelling Pattern Generalizations - TPRI 

sign, sit, master, loss. The letter s is almost always doubled when it comes at the end of a one-syllable word and is preceded by one short vowel (FLOSS rule). ce.
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Spelling List 19 - Super Teacher Worksheets 

Name: List C-19: Words with Three Consonants in a Row. Spelling List 19. 1. scrap. 2. strip. 3. lunch. 4. splatter. 5. scratched. 6. sprayed. 7. screen. 8. spread ...
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Spelling Week 14 TTT 

experience. This sheet should be turned in on Friday. Have fun! Etch-A-Word â€“ Use an Etch-. A-Sketch to write your words. Words-in-Words â€“ Write your words and then write at least two words made from the letters in each ... farm, arm, part, park,
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Spelling List D19. assistance. business. camera. chocolate. consonant. definite. diamond. interesting. jewellery. Spelling List D20. journalist. listening. mathematics. miniature. mystery. parliament. prisoner. separate. signature. temperature. Spell
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IELTS Academic Writing- Spelling Rules - Using English 

has been geting a lot of newspaper coverage recently. ... Match the rules under the fold to the sections above, and use that to help check your answers.
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yes no initials. I passed this list off to my teacher. date initials. Spelling 2C Sept 14-18 ge and dge words. HOME COPY. 1. å�£badge. 2. å�£ridge. 3. å�£edge. 4. å�£bridge. 5. å�£hedge. 6. å�£judge. 7. å�£fudge. 8. å�£dodge. 9. å�£budge. 10. å�£nudg
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curiosity. definition. denied. disastrous. Spelling/Vocab List. E13. discipline. dissatisfied. distinguished. eliminate. endeavour. enormous. essential. estimation.
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since. together. towards. afterwards. forward. Spelling List C8. themselves. ourselves. provide. pretend. forest. present. voice. choice. built. build. Spelling List C9.
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